Lots B, C, G, I and Lot Q  
**December 23, 2020 until January 25, 2021**
Parking gates will be raised and there will be no charge for daily visitor parking and open to transponder holder parking.

Lots D and H  
**December 23, 2020 until January 4, 2021**
Parking gates will remain lowered and a valid transponder will be required for entry and daily visitor rates will apply  
**January 4th until January 25, 2021**
Parking gates will be raised and there will be no charge for daily visitor parking and open to transponder holder parking.

Stadium Underground Parking and Lot N  
**December 23, 2020 until January 4, 2021**
Closed to transponder holder parking  
**January 4th until January 25, 2021**
Parking gates will be raised and open to transponder holder parking.

Lots E, K, M, P and Ward Ave.  
**December 23, 2020 until January 25, 2021**
Closed to daily visitor and transponder holder parking